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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

• Adolescents begin to realise that the world 
is not centred round them and they begin to 
think about things in more depth. 
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Adolescents understand what is implied –
even if it is not said, or even not there, 
therefore you are reading between the 
lines. 

This is called ABSTRACT THINKING.

Can you think of an example of abstract 
thinking?



• Metaphors are examples of abstract thinking-
what are metaphors?

Examples are ?

Her tears were a river flowing down her cheeks
•The classroom was a zoo. 
•The alligator's teeth are white daggers. 
•She is a peacock. 
•My teacher is a dragon. 
•Mary's eyes were fireflies. 
•The computers at school are old dinosaurs. 
•He is a night owl. 
•Maria is a chicken. 
•The wind was a howling wolf. 
•The ballerina was a swan, gliding across the stage. 
•Jamal was a pig at dinner.
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Abstract thinkingAlso adolescents will begin to 
a) Empathise with others
b) Develop their own morals of 

what is right or wrong

What do these key terms mean?
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EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Create a spider diagram showing why life can be 
frustrating for an adolescent.
e.g. 
a) mood swings
b) Confusions
c) Insecurities
d) Self image
e) Self esteem

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFFS4Fe4XAo

https://youtu.be/CxsBxhwzw58

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFFS4Fe4XAo
https://youtu.be/CxsBxhwzw58


EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

•The way they look at themselves 
becomes important

•Self image= how a teenagers sees 
themselves in a positive or negative way

•Self concept= how well the teenager 
believes they can achieve
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SELF IMAGE

Self-image is how individuals see themselves or how they think
others see them.

Concerns about self-image are heightened during adolescence because 
individuals are coping with physical change.
• One person may have a positive self-image – for example, they may see 

themselves as intelligent, successful and/or attractive.
• Another person may only see what they feel to be a negative self-image –

for example, feeling overweight, unattractive or a failure at school.
How we see ourselves is based on a number of things, including:
Personal appearance
What other people say about us
How we compare ourselves with friends
How we compare ourselves with people in the media.



SELF ESTEEM

Self-esteem is how good or bad an individual feels about 
themselves and how much they value their abilities.

• Self-esteem can change from day to day. 

• A person may feel confident about their abilities, but if 
they

• unexpectedly do badly in a school test or receive unkind 
comments on social media their self-esteem can dip.



Attraction to others becomes 
serious during adolescence 

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
• Closely linked to emotional development
• Socialise more, more independence, more freedom
• Influenced by PEER group

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-31311927

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-31311927


QUESTION

Write down a list of different ways peer-group pressure influence an adolescent?

Do this in the chat section of the google teams

You need to do two lists 

Positive as well as Negative



Long answered question 
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You must write reasons FOR and AGAINST the question below: 

Is it acceptable for teenagers to receive family planning advice and treatment  with out 
parents/ careers  knowledge / consent

• You need to write in paragraphs 
• You must give both points of view
• You need to finish with a conclusion which view do you believe. 

• Google forms link is 

• https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=p5E3uwQAMk6DoDT-
y8kpvx90SVgKH7dFq7Z4LLOegflUODVDN0pHRExXRU5OM1BGUkFZSElEWjdWUy
QlQCN0PWcu

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=p5E3uwQAMk6DoDT-y8kpvx90SVgKH7dFq7Z4LLOegflUODVDN0pHRExXRU5OM1BGUkFZSElEWjdWUyQlQCN0PWcu
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